
HOUSE. No. 7*5,

To the House of Representatives.

I transmit herewith, for the information and use of the Legis-
lature, an attested copy, received this day, of the opinion of the
Supreme Court of the United States, delivered by Mr. Justice
McLean, and of the separate opinion of Mr. Chief Justice
Taney, dismissing the complaint in the case of the State of
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, complainants, versus
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I also transmit a letter,
previously received from Mr. Webster, of counsel for the Com-
monwealth, briefly setting forth the grounds of the judgment
of the Court.

GEO. N. BRIGGS.

Commontotalttj of J^assacfjuattts.

Council Chamber, March 23 d, 1846.
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Washington, March 4, 1846.

Sir,—I have the pleasure to inform yon, that the suit, brought
by the State of Rhode Island against the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, and which has been pending fourteen years in
the Supreme Court of the United States, has, to-day, been
finally decided.

Several questions, arising in the cause, have been fully dis-
cussed on former occasions. The question of jurisdiction was
argued and settled, not without some dissent among the learned
judges ; a general demurrer to the complainants’ bill was over-
ruled ; and a plea in bar, filed by the respondents, was not sus-
tained by a majority of the court.

None of these decisions made a final disposition of the cause.
It came on to be heard, at the present term of the court, upon
the complainants’ bill, the respondents’ answer, and all the
proofs and evidence submitted by the parties ; and the opinion
of the court was delivered this morning by Mr. Justice McLean,
dismissing the complainants’ bill. As soon as a copy of the
opinion can be obtained, I shall transmit it for the information
of your Excellency and the Legislature.

The opinion, in substance, is, that the construction which
Massachusetts put upon her charter originally, and, according
to which, the disputed territory is within her limits, if not free
from doubt, was yet reasonable, or such as might have been
fairly entertained ; that this construction receives countenance
and support from the early and long-continued acquiescence of
the colonies of Plymouth, and Connecticut, and even of Rhode
Island herself; and, further, that there is nothing proved in the
case, which ought to disturb the agreements entered into be-
tween the, parties in 1710 and 1718: that no fraud is charged
on the respondents in regard to those agreements; that nothing
was alleged but innocent mistake; that, if Massachusetts was
right in her interpretation of the words of her charter, there
was clearly no mistake at all : that any mistake in any matter
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of fact, was not proved; and that, if it had been, it might well
be doubted whether, after a possession so long continued, under
agreements so apparently fair and just, a court of equity could
afford relief against innocent mistak

The Chief Justice, adhering to his original opinion, that the
court had not rightful jurisdiction of the suits, was in favor of
dismissing the bill on that ground. The rest of the judges
founded their judgment on the general merits of the cause
and on those I do not learn that there was any dissenting opin
ion on the bench

The cause is thus terminated, and it is terminated, I think I
may add, without any abatement of mutual respect, or ofkind

two States, who have been par-neighborly feeling between the
ties in it.

I have the honor to be, with
obedient servant,

entire regard, your Excellency’s

Briggs,To His Excellency George N
Governor of Massachusetts.

DANIEL WEBSTER.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.

December Term. 1845
The State of Rhode Island

Providence Plantations,
ind'

JVo. 1. vs. Complainants.
The Commonwealth of Mas-

Bill in Equity

sachusetts.

Mr. Justice McLean delivered the opinion of the court
We approach this case under a due sense of the dignity of

the parties, and of the importance of the principles which it
involves.

The jurisdiction of the court having been settled at a former
term, we have now only to ascertain and determine the boun-
dary in dispute. This, disconnected with the consequences
which follow, is a simple question, differing little, if any, in
principle from a disputed line between individuals. It involves

or the exercise of a political ju-
s of the respective parties, we

neither a cession of territory, n
risdiction. In settling the right
do nothing more than ascertain
ritory, up to that line, on either
proper jurisdiction.

parties, we
the true boundary, and the ter-
side, necessarily falls within the

James Ist, on (lie 3d Noveml ier, 1620, granted to the council
established at Plymouth, the territory on the Atlantic lying be-
tween forty and forty-eight degrees of north latitude, extending
westward to the sea. And on the 19th of March, 1628, the
council of Plymouth granted to Henry Roswell and others, the
territory of Massachusetts, which was confirmed by Charles
Ist, the 4th of March, 1629. This grant was limited to the ter-
ritory “ lying within the space of three English miles, on the
south part of Charles River, or of any, or every part thereof;
and also, all and singular the lands and hereditaments whatso-
ever, lying and being within the space of three English miles
to the southward of the southernmost part of Massachusetts
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Bay; and also, all those lands and hereditaments whatsoever,
which lie and be within the space of three English miles, to
the northward of the Merrimack River, or to the northward of
any and every part thereof,” extending westward the same
breadth to the sea.

On the 13th January, 1629, the council of Plymouth granted
to the colony of Plymouth, which, on the same day, was sanc-
tioned by Charles Ist, “ all that part of New England, in
America aforesaid, and tract or tracts of land that lie within or
between a certain rivulet or runlet, then commonly called Co-
ahasset, towards the north, and the river commonly called
Narragansetts River, towards the south, &c.”

The council of Plymouth surrendered its charter to the King,
the 7th June, 1635. On the 23d of April, 1662, Charles the 2d
granted the territory of the colony of Connecticut, “bounded
on the east by Narragansett River, commonly called Narragan-
sett Bay, where the said river falleth into the sea—and on the
north by the line of the Massachusetts Plantation,” &c.

The charter of Rhode Island was granted the Sth of July,
1663, by Charles 2d, limited on the north by the southerly line
of Massachusetts.

It thus appears that the disputed line is the common boun-
dary between Massachusetts and Rhode Island—the latter lying
south of the line, and the former north of it. The true loca-
tion of this line settles this controversy.

More than two hundred years have elapsed since the emana-
tion of the Massachusetts’ charter, calling for this boundary;
and more than one hundred and eighty years since the date of
the Rhode Island charter. In looking at transactions so re-
mote, we must, as far as practicable, view things as they were
seen and understood at the time they transpired. There is no
other test of truth and justice, which applies to the variable
condition of all human concerns.

The words of the Massachusetts charter, “ lying within the
space of three English miles on the south part of Charles River,
or of any or every part thereof,” do not convey so clear and
definite an idea as to be susceptible of but one construction.
Whether the measurement of the three miles shall be from the
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body of the river, or from the head waters of the streams
which fall into it, are questions which different minds may not
answer in the same way. That the tributary streams of a
river, in one sense, constitute a part of it, is clear; but whether
they come within the meaning o
controversy. The early expositi
who claimed under it, is not to I
not be conclusive.

the charter, is the matter in
n of this instrument, by those

disregarded, though it may

This line is said to have been ften a matter of controversy

between Plymouth Colony and Massachusetts as early as 1638,
and that in that year Nathaniel Woodward took an observation
upon part of Charles River, 41 degrees 50 minutes north lati-
tude. In 1642, the southern bounds of Massachusetts were
ascertained by the said Woodward and Solomon Saffrey, who
fixed a station three miles south of the southernmost part of
Charles River. And in 1664, a line was run by commissioners
from each colony, and their return was accepted by the General
Court of Massachusetts and ordered to be recorded ; and it may
fairly be presumed, that the return was also accepted by Ply-
mouth. This was a construction of the charter by Massachu-
setts and assented to by Plymouth, that the three miles were
to be measured not from the main channel of Charles River,
but from the head waters of one of its tributaries.

Grants of land were made by Massachusetts and Connecti-
cut on their common boundary, and also towns were establish-
ed, without a strict regard to the line, which produced much
contention. To adjust these disputes, in 1702 commissioners
were appointed by the two provinces to ascertain the boundary
line. They set up their quadrant and took their observation
at, or not far from, the distance of three miles south of the south-
ernmost part of Charles River, after which they took a second
observation at Bissell’s house, called for in the line of Wood-
ward and Saffrey, and it was found that Massachusetts had
made grants and established towns south of the line. This
line was finally established by commissioners appointed by
Massachusetts and Connecticut, in which they admit the cor-
rectness of the beginning at Woodward and Saffrey’s station,
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11 three English miles on the south of Charles River and every
part thereof, agreeably to the charter.”

Serious difficulties occurred between the border inhabitants
of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, on account of conflicting
grants and the establishment of towns. And after much cor-
respondence and legislative action on the subject by the re-
spective parties, it was finally agreed to appoint commissioners
to settle the line. In October, 1710, the General Assembly of
Rhode Island, “ enacted, that whereas Major Joseph Jenks,
being commissionated to treat with Governor Dudley concern-
ing the settling the bounds between the province of Massachu-
setts and this Government; that in case Governor Dudley and
himself should not agree so as to issue the matter, then Major
Jenks is hereby empowered and authorized to offer and con-
clude on such other terms, as ho may judge most proper for the
interest of the colony,” &c.

The commissioners of both colonics met at Roxbury, Janu-
ary 19th, 1710-11, and after stating the authority under which
they acted, and having “ examined the several charters and
letters patent relating to the line, betwixt the said respective
governments, and being desirous to remove and take away all
occasions of dispute and controversy,” &c., they agree “ that
the stake set up by Nathaniel Woodward and Solomon Saffrey,
skilful approved artists, in the year of our Lord one thousand
six hundredand forty-two, and, since that, often renewed, in the
latitude of forty-one degrees and fifty-five minutes, being three
English miles distant southward from the southernmost part of
the river called Charles River, agreeable to the letters patent
for the Massachusetts province, be accompted and allowed on
both sides, the commencement of the line between the Massa-
chusetts and the colony of Rhode Island.” Other matters were
adjusted according to the line of \\ oodward and Safircy, which
need not be referred to. This agreement was signed by Dud-
ley and Jenks, and by three commissioners from Massachusetts
and two from Rhode Island. In March, 1711, the Rhode Island
Legislature sanctioned this agreement, by authorizing the line
to be run in pursuance thereof. And the agreement was ac-
cepted and approved by Massachusetts.
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In 1716 and also in 1717, commissioners were appointed by
Rhode Island to run tire lino under the agreement at Roxbury,
jointly with commissioners from Massachusetts ; or if the latter
refuse or neglect to act, then to run the line without them. On
the 17th of June, 1718, the Rhode Island Legislature, after
stating that the commissioners had been retarded in settling
the line by the agreement made at Roxbury, &c.—“This As-
sembly, taking the premises under consideration, do hereby
enact, constitute and appoint Major Joseph Jenks and others a
committee to treat and agree with such gentlemen as are or
may be appointed and commissionated, with full power by the
General Assembly of the Province of Massachusetts Bay, afore-
said, for the final settling and stating the aforesaid line between
the said colonies, hereby giving and granting unto the aforesaid
Major Joseph Jenks and others, or the major part of them, our
full powers and authority to agree and settle the aforesaid line,
between the said colonies, in the best manner they can, as near
agreeable to our royal charter as in honor they can compro-
mise the same,” &c.

The commissioners of both colonies met at Rehoboth the
22d of October, 1718, and under their hands and seals again
agreed “that the stake set up by Nathaniel Woodward and
Solomon Saffrey, in the year 1642, upon Wrentham plain, be
the station or commencement to begin the line,” &c. This
agreement, being returned on the 291 h of October, 1718, was
accepted by the General Assembly of Rhode Island, and or-
dered to be recorded ; and it was also accepted by Massachu-
setts. And a joint commission, being appointed by both gov-
ernments to run the line as established, met on the sth of June,
1719, and say, “ We, the subscribers, being of the committee
appointed and empowered by the governments of the province,
&c., for settling the east and west line between the said gov-
ernments, by virtue of the agreement of the major part of the
said committee, at the meeting at Rehoboth, on the 22d of Oc-
tober last past, at which time the said line was fully settled
and agreed, and by them directed to be by us run : Having
met at the stake of Nathaniel Woodward and Solomon Saftrey,
on Wrentham plain, the 12th of May, anno domini 1719, in
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the morning, and computed the course of the said agreed line,”
&c., which line was run by them two miles west of Allom
Pond, and they erected monuments at different points. This
return was approved by the Rhode Island Assembly. In Oc-
tober, 1748, the Legislature of Rhode Island appointed other
commissioners to continue the line to the Connecticut. River,
recognizing the stake set up by Woodward and Saffrey, as the
place of beginning. The commissioners thus appointed having
met in 1749, twice at Wrentham, and Massachusetts having
failed to appoint commissioners to act with them, the Rhode
Island commissioners proceeded to complete the running of the
line. In their report, they say, “ That we not being able to
find any stake or other monument which we could imagine set
up by Woodward and Saffrey, but knowing that the place
thereof was described in the agreement mentioned in our com-
mission, by certain invariable marks, we did proceed as fol-
loweth, viz : We found a place where Charles River formed a
large current southerly, which place is known to many by the
name of Poppotatish Pond, which we took to be the southern-
most part of said river; from the southernmost part of which,
we measured three English miles south ; which three English
miles did terminate upon a plain in a township called Wren-
tham,” &c.

These are the leading facts relied on by the respondent, to
establish the station of Woodward and Saffrey, as the place
from which the boundary line was agreed to be run, and in
fact was run. And we are now to consider how these facts
and the arguments deduced from them, are met by the com-
plainant.

In the first place, it is insisted, that the line run by Massa-
chusetts in 1642, was without authority.

There does not appear to have been any order from the
crown to run this line, nor is it supposed to have been usual
or necessary for the crown to give such an order, where no
controversy respecting the line was brought before it. The
general boundary as named in the charter, was run and estab-
lished by the colony or colonies interested; and where there
was no dispute no further action was required. The contro-

9
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vcrsy in regard to their common boundary, between Plymouth

and Massachusetts, which seems to have existed as early as
1(338, was dually adjusted hy running the line in 1G64. This
line was commenced at the place called the angle tree, which
is said to he about two miles south of the Woodward and Saf-
frey station.

When the Woodward and Saffrey station was first estab-
lished, neither Connecticut nor Rhode Island had a political
existence. And the Plymouth Colony, which in 1691 was in-
corporated into Massachusetts, having then a distinct political
existence and a common boundary with Massachusetts, as-
sented to the line farther south than the above station. At the
time this line was run, neither Connecticut nor Rhode Island
can scarcely be said to have had a political organization, as
the charter of the former was dated only two years before, and
that of the latter one year. Massachusetts then, in establishing
the above station of Woodward and Saffrey, and in running
the line, does not seem to have acted precipitately, without au-
thority, or in disregard of the rights of other colonies.

The misconstruction of the charter, in going more than three
miles south of Charles River, is earnestly insisted on by
complainant's counsel. If the words of the charter were clear
and unequivocal in this respect, there would be great force in
this argument. It would be decisive of this controversy, unless
controlled by other facts and circumstances in the case. But
who can maintain that a line to be run “ three miles south of
Charles River, or of any and every part thereof,” is clearly lim-
ited to three miles south of the main channel of the river? Can
the body of the river, with more accuracy of language, be called
a part of it, than its tributary streams? We call that a part
which is less than the whole, when we speak of any thing
made up of parts. We do not call a limb a tree, but it is a
part of a tree; and if a measurement is to be made from any
and every part of the tree, would its branches be disregarded?
When we speak of a river, we speak of it as a whole, whether
we refer to it above or below a certain point; as bearing north
or south, it is the river, in common language, and not a part of
the river. The flowing of the water in the channel of the
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river gives it its name and character, and these are not changed
by its length. We speak of the upper and lower Mississippi,
but neither the one nor the other is called a part of the Missis-
sippi. Had the Massachusetts charter been designed to limit
the line to three miles south of the river, would not the lan-
guage have been, “ three miles south of the most southerly bend
in the river!”

It would, therefore, seem, that the charter may be construed
favorably to the respondent. That the construction of the com-
plainant is not a forced one is admitted ; and the conclusion
naturally follows, that men of equal intelligence may differ in
opinion as to the true meaning of the instrument. That Mas-
sachusetts, more than two hundred years ago, construed the
charter as her counsel now construe it, is clear, and the facts
proved authorize the conclusion, that this construction was not,
for many years, opposed by Connecticut or .Rhode Island ; and
at no time by Plymouth. But the attention of the court is
drawn to the northern boundary of Massachusetts, which the
charter describes as “ three English miles to the northward of
the Merrimack River, or to the northward of any and every
part thereof; ” which received the construction for which the
complainant contends, by the king and council.

The northern boundary line as claimed by Massachusetts
included Maine and New (lamp:
son and Gorges, who claimed

;hire; and it appears that Ma-
under grants, some of which

were prior in date to that of Massachusetts, petitioned the king,
against the encroachments of Massachusetts on territory cov-
ered by their grants. The answer of Massachusetts was made,
and in 1677 the question was brought before the privy council.
The title to the land claimed by the. petitioners was disclaimed
by Massachusetts; and the king and council held, as to the
government, “ that if the province of Maine lies more northerly
than three English miles from the river Merrimack, the Massa-
chusetts patent gave no right to govern there.”

In 1684, the charter of Massachusetts was vacated on a scire
facias, by the judgment of the king’s bench, and a new charter
was granted in 1691, including Maine and Plymouth, but the
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southern boundary, as regards the present controversy, was
not changed.

The northern boundary was again brought before the king
and council, in 1740, when the decision was, “ that the north-
ern boundary of the province of Massachusetts be, a similar
curve line, pursuing the course of Merrimack River at three
miles distance thereof on the north side, beginning at the Atlan-
tic Ocean, and ending at a point due north of Powtucket Falls;
and a straight line drawn from thence due west,” &c. In this
decision, the call of the charter was disregarded on a ground
that the tribunal deemed equitable. From this it clearly ap-
pears, that the decision was not governed by legal principles,
but was an exercise of the king’s prerogative. And by the
same power was the former case determined, although the
opinion of the judges was taken, so that neither decision con-
stitutes a rule in other cases for the action of a court of law.
In the first case, there was a conflict of jurisdiction, which the
crown had power to settle (up or) upon principles of expediency,
and although the decision purports to be founded on a construc-
tion of the charter, yet other considerations may have influ-
enced it. The decision, however, if not regarded as authority
in other cases, is entitled to respectful consideration.

To avoid the effect of the agreements in 1711 and 1718, by
the commissioners of both governments in regard to the line in
dispute, the complainant alleges that its commissioners, relying
upon the representations of the Massachusetts commissioners,
and the words of the charter, did believe that the station of
Woodward and Saffrey was within three miles of Charles
River. And that the true situation of that station was not
known to the authorities and people of Rhode Island, until
about the year 1750.

The fact of a want of this knowledge, after the lapse of
more than a century and a quarter, is difficult to establish. It
certainly cannot be assumed against transactions which strong-
ly imply, if they do not prove the knowledge. If the Rhode
Island commissioners were misled in the first agreement as to
the locality of this station, it almost surpasses belief that seven
years afterwards, the subject of the line having been discussed
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in Rhode Island and such dissatisfaction being shown by the
people as to lead to a new commission, that the second com-
mission should again be misled.

It may be a matter of doubt whether a mistake of recent oc-
currence, committed by so high an agency in so responsible a
duty, could be corrected by a Court of Chancery. Except on
the clearest proof of the mistake, it is certain, there could be
no relief. No treaty has been held void on the ground of mis-
apprehension of the facts, by either or both of the parties.

It appears, from the report of John Cushing, that he and
others, being a committee to unite with a committee of Rhode
Island, did meet at Wrentham, in November, 1709, agreeably
to appointment, and being shown the line run by Major Gen.
John Leverett, in 1671, the Rhode Island committee was re-
quested to unite with the Massachusetts committee in renew-
ing that line. But they decline doing so, alleging that they
knew the line but could not recognize it as the true one.

It appears from several depositions in the case, that the sta-
tion of Woodward and Saffrey was well known in the neigh-
borhood, by tradition and otherwise, by the oldest settlers at
Wrentham, in the year 1750. And from Callicott’s deposition
in 1672, that thirty years before he was present when Wood-
ward and Saffrey established their station, measuring three
miles south from a pond out of which the principal part of the
river came.” From the year 1750, repeated steps were taken
by Rhode Island, in various resolutions and by appointing
commissioners at different times, to ascertain and run the line
in connection with commissioners to be appointed by Massa-
chusetts. Commissioners from both colonies met more than
once, but they could make no arrangement changing the line,
as established under the agreements in 1711 and 1718. Rhode
Island alleged a mistake in her commissioners in the place of
beginning, as the ground of these efforts. That the colonies
had a right to mark out their boundaries was not denied, but it
was insisted that they had no power, without the consent of
the crown, to change the limits called for in their charters.
These controversies were kept up, as Massachusetts alleges, by
the border inhabitants and others for party effect. However
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this may be, they seem not to have subsided with the change
of government.

At one time, an arrangement was made by Rhode Island, to
take the subject bnfore the king in council, but the appeal was
not effected. In 1746, Rhode Island obtained a decision against
Massachusetts before the king in council, in regard to the
boundary on the Narraganset Bay. This boundary was claim-
ed by Massachusetts after the old colony of Plymouth was an-
nexed to it. Up to this time, no dissatisfaction seems to have
been expressed by Rhode Island to the Woodward and Saffrey
line; and it is deemed unnecessary to state its acts in detail
subsequently, showing its objections, as they led to no practical
result. They can be of no importance except in so far as they
may conduce to rebut the presumption of acquiescence from
the lapse of time. From time to time, up to 1825, Rhode Island
adopted resolutions, appointed commissioners, to meet those
which should bo appointed by Massachusetts for the adjust-
ment of this disputed line, but Massachusetts adhered to the
agreements.

This is a general outline of this protracted and important
controversy. The facts are not stated where it did not seem to
be necessary to state them; but their effect on the case has not
been disregarded. It now only remains, by a general view, to
come to that conclusion which is authorized and required by
the well established principles of law.

The complainant’s counsel rely mainly upon two grounds.
1. The misconstruction of the charter.
2. The mistake as to the true location of the Woodward and

Saffrey station.
If the first be ruled against the complainant, the second

must fall as a consequence. And as regards the first ground,
little need be added to what has already been said. The char-
ter is of doubtful construction, and may, without doing violence
to its language, be construed in favor of or against the position
of the complainant. In this view, the construction of the
charter by Massachusetts assented to by the old colony of
Plymouth, many years before Connecticut or Rhode Island
had a political organization, is an important fact in the case.
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Plymouth was interested in restricting the line to the calls of
the charter, for the line constituted the common boundary be-
tween the two colonics. And as controversies had arisen re-
specting this boundary, and commissioners been appointed to
settle it, the presumption is, that the rights of both colonies
were understood and respected in the establishment of the line.
And the line thus established was two miles south of Wood-
ward and Saffrey’s station. When this station was afterwards
agreed to as the place from which the boundary was to be run,
Massachusetts seems to have considered the change as prejudi-
cial to her rights.

If the commissioners of Plymouth had construed the charter
to extend only three miles south of the most southerly bend of
Charles River, they could not have assented to the boundary
as run. In the absence of proof, the presumption is not to be
drawn, that they supposed the line established was only three
miles south of the river. Connecticut, after the lapse of many
years, assented to the line run from the Woodward and Saffrey
station as its boundary; and so did the complainant in the
most solemn agreements, as stated. These proceedings con-
duce strongly to establish a fixed construction of the charter,
favorable to the respondent; unless it be clearly made to appear
that they were founded on mistake or fraud.

Fraud is not charged; and we have only to inquire into the
alleged mistake.

From the nature of this supposed mistake, it is scarcely
susceptible of proof. The words of the charter used by Mas-
sachusetts, in describing Woodward and Saffrey’s station, as
three miles south of the southernmost part of Charles River,
and the statements in certain reports to the Legislature of
Rhode Island, and the late survey of Simeon Borden, consti-
tute the facts relied on by the complainants as proving the
mistake.

Whatever inaccuracy may be detected in the latitude or lon-
gitude of the station of Woodward and Saffrey, as given by
them, or in the volume of water of the streams called for, the
place being identified will control other calls. Streams are
often made to change their direction by the improvements of
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the country, and their volume of water is increased or dimin-
ished by the same cause.

If the representations made by the commissioners of Massa-
chusetts, as to the location of Woodward and Saffrey’s station,
by any plausible construction, come within the charter, there
was no mistake of fact on which relief can be given. To sus-
tain the allegation of mistake, it must be made to appear, not
only that the station was not within the charter, but that the
commissioners of Rhode Island, in 1711 and 1718, who signed
the agreements, believed it to be within three miles of the
river; and that they had no knowledge of a fact, as to the true
location of it, which should have led them to make inquiry on
the subject.

From the notoriety of Woodward and Saffrey’s station, in
1711, and from the fact, that commissioners of Rhode Island
met Massachusetts’ commissioners, respecting this line at Wren-
tham, in November, 1709, and professed to be well acquainted
with Leverett’s line, as appears from the report of Cushing, it
is difficult to believe that they at least were not acquainted
with the station there established.

This dispute is between two sovereign and independent
States. It originated in the infancy of their history, when the
question in contest was of little importance. And, fortunately,
steps were early taken to settle it, in a mode honorable and
just, and one most likely to lead to a satisfactory result.
There is no objection to the joint commission in this case, as
to their authority, capacity, or the fairness of their proceeding.
An innocent mistake is all that is alleged against their decision.
And, as has been shown, this mistake is not clearly established,
either in the construction of the charter or as to the location of
the Woodward and Saffrey station. But if the mistake were
admitted as broadly and fully as charged in the bill, could the
court give the relief asked by the complainant 1

In 1754, William Murray, then Attorney General, afterwards
Lord Mansfield, was consulted by Connecticut whether the
agreement with Massachusetts, respecting their common boun-
dary in 1713, would be set aside by a commissioner appointed by
the crown, &c. To which Mr. Murray replied, “lam of opin-
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ion that in settling the above mentioned boundary, the crown
will not disturb the settlement by the two provinces so long
ago as 1713. I apprehend his majesty will confirm their agree-
ment, which of itself is not binding on the crown, but neither
province should be suffered to litigate such an amicable com-
promise of doubtful boundaries. If the matter was open, the
same construction already made in the case of Merrimack
River, must be put upon the same words in the same charter
applied to Charles River. As to Jack’s Brook, it is impossible
to say whether s tis part of Charles River without a view, at
least without an exact plan and knowing how it has been re-
ported.”

From the settlement referred to up to the time this opinion
was given by Mr. Murray, forty-one years only had elapsed.
And if that time was sufficient to protect that agreement, with
how much greater force does the principle apply to the agree-
ments under consideration, which are protected by the lapse of
more than a century and a quarter! More than two centuries
have passed since Massachusetts claimed and took possession
of the territory up to the line established by Woodward and
Saffrey. This possession has ever since been steadily main-
tained, under an assertion of right. It would be difficult to
disturb a claim thus sanctioned by time, however unfounded it
might have been in its origin.

The possession of the respondent was taken not only under
a claim of right, but that right, in the most solemn form, has
been admitted by the complainant, and by the other colonies
interested in opposing it. Forty years elapsed before a mistake
was alleged, and since such allegation was made, nearly a cen-
tury has transpired. If in the agreements there was a depart-
ure from the strict construction of the charter, the commission-
ers of Rhode Island acted within their powers, for they were
authorized “to agree and settle the line between the said colo-
nies, in the best manner they can, as near agreeable to the
royal charter as in honor they can compromise the same.”
Under this authority, can the complainant insist on setting aside
the agreement because the words of the charter were not strict-
ly observed 7 It is not clear that the calls of the charter were
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deviated from by establishing the station of Woodward and
Saffrey? But if, in this respect, there was a deviation, Rhode
island was not the less bound, for its commissioners were
authorized to compromise the dispute. Surely this, connected
with the lapse of time, must remove all doubt as to the right of
the respondent under the agreements of 1711 and 1718. No
human transactions are unaffected by time. Its influence is
seen on all things subject to change. And this is peculiarly
the case in regard to matters which rest in memory, and which
consequently fade with the lapse of time, and fall with the
lives of individuals. For the security of rights, whether of
states or individuals, long possession under a claim of title is
protected. And there is no controversy in which this great
principle may be invoked with greater justice and propriety,
than in a case of disputed boundary.

The State of Rhode Island, in pursuing this matter, has acted
in good faith and under a conviction of right. Possessing those
elements in an eminent degree, which constitute moral and in-
tellectual power, it has perseveringly and ably submitted its
case for a final decision.

The Bill must be dismissed.

Mr. Ch. Jus. Taney:—

This case came before the court in 1838, upon a motion to
dismiss the bill for want of jurisdiction; and that question was
then very elaborately argued at the bar, and carefully consid-
ered by the court. Upon that argument, and upon full consid-
eration, I came to the conclusion that the court had not juris-
diction over the subject matter in controversy, and my opinion
to that effect, with a very brief statement of the principles upon
which it was founded, is reported in 12 Pet. 752; wherein I
have intimated that at the final hearing of the case I should
examine more fully the grounds upon which jurisdiction was
asserted in the opinion from which I dissented.

As the case was legally in court under this decision, it became
my duty, from time to time, to take part in the interlocutory
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proceedings which were necessary to prepare and conduct the
case to final hearing. But, after many unavoidable delays, it
has reached that point, and we are now to determine whether
Rhode Island is, in this court, entitled to the relief she asks for.
Entertaining upon this subject the opinion heretofore expressed,
and which has been confirmed by subsequent reflection, 1 think
she is not; and that this court Itave no constitutional power to
decide the question in dispute between the States, and conse-
quently that the bill ought to be dismissed.

I concur therefore in the decree just pronounced, and as I
do not dissent from the decree, it is unnecessary to state more
fully than I have heretofore done, my objection to the doctrines
upon which jurisdiction was maintained.

Deciding the case, so far as I am concerned, upon this point,
I, of course, express no opinion upon the merits of the contro-
versy ; and have not even deemed it necessary to be present at
the elaborate arguments upon the evidence, which have been
made at the present term. For if Rhode Island had proved
herself to be justly and clearly entitled to exercise sovereignty
and dominion over the territory in question and the people who
inhabit it, yet my judgment must still have been, that the bill
should be dismissed ; upon the ground that this court under the
Constitution of the United States, have not the power to try
such a question between States, or redress such a wrong, even
if the wrong is proved to have been done.

Test, WM. THUS, CARROLL, C. S. C. U. S.
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House of Representatives, March 28, 1846.

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom were referred the
Message of His Excellency the Governor, of February 23,
1846,—a150 the Message of His Excellency the Governor, of
March 23, 1846.—a150 the Petition of the inhabitants of See-
konk and Rehoboth,—all relating to the Boundary Line between
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, have considered the same, and
report the Resolves herewith exhibited.

For the Committee,

JOSEPH BELL, Chairman.

(CommontucnlUj of
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RESOLVES

Concerning the Boundary Line between Massachusetts and
Rhode Island.

Resolved
,

That the commissioners appointed by virtue of a
Resolve concerning the boundary line between Massachusetts
and Rhode Island, passed the twenty-seventh day of February,
in the year one thousand eight hundred and forty-four, be au-
thorized, in conjunction with the commissioners on the part of
Rhode Island, to erect suitable stone monuments, marked with
the letters MASS., engraved on one side, and R. I. on the oppo-
site side, at the prominent angles of the line, from the Atlantic
to the northwest corner of the State of Rhode Island, and at
such other points of the line as may subserve public conveni-
ence; the expense whereof to be at the joint and equal charge
of the two States; provided , if the commissioners on the part
of Rhode Island, decline acting in the premises, the commis-
sioners on the part of Massachusetts shall, nevertheless, pro-
cure and erect such monuments as aforesaid, at such places as
they shall deem expedient for the proper marking and establish-
ment of the line aforesaid.

Cfommontotaim of JtfaaeacijiismD.

In the year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty-Six.

Resolved
, That the Governor and Council are hereby author-

ized to audit and settle said commissioners’ accounts, for the
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services contemplated by the preceding Resolve, and draw a
warrant on the treasury for the same.

Resolved, That llis Excellency the Governor be requested
to transmit a copy of the foregoing Resolves to His Excellency
the Governor of Rhode Island.






